Big Sorb Benefit Rally Set

Dabney To Be Hosts To Post-Game Dance
Oakmont Country Club Chosen As Location of Titianic Sympathy Dance

Hal Loman to Furnish Dance Music
Jim Hawthorne to Judge Sorb Dress

Program will feature a series of talks on "The Beliefs of Mankind," entitled, "What Culture Has Meant," and "The Fascination in Their Work." Among others scheduled to speak will be Father J. O'Connell, O'Sullivan, a speaker of the Newcomen Society, the company organization for Catholic scientists.

Father O'Connell is familiar to Sorb students as a guest speaker during the coming weeks, a Protestant Minister, and a Christian of the Church.

In 1926, Wallace, as chairman of the Upperclass Manchurian Lunch Club, extended an invitation to all of the executive members to attend an evening of various talks on "Psychological Danger Spots in a Man's Life." The event is at 7 P.M.

Films, Slides on Subways Shown to Campus ASCЕ
The Sorb Film Features a program on the building of the Chicago subway system and included a film and with lantern slides furnished by the senior society. While the film left much to be desired, the views were shown in an informative fashion by Dr. Creme, who is quite certain of near

Sex At "Y" For Our Next Monday Night

The Winter Sex Series of the "Y" Forum Program will come to an end next Monday evening when Dr. F. M. Brown will lecture on the subject, "Psychological Danger Spots in a Man's Life." The event is at 7:30 P.M.

AIEE Chapter to Take Telephone Company Tour

Caltech electrical engineers will have an opportunity to see the working of the new telephone operation next week when the members of the AIEE and IRE student groups will visit the Southern California Telephone Company's Campbell Station in Downey to learn the latest in telephone construction and operating radio network with the latest telephone equipment, as well as the long distance telephone service with the Los Angeles office.

The tour begins at 2:30 P.M. on September 28th and will consist of two sections in the interest of not conflicting with student activities and school classes.

Leather Adviser To Give Talk at CES Assembly

In line with its policy of supplementing the general reading matter here at the Institute, the Central Student Engineer Student will present, at next Monday's meeting, a talk on the potentialities of the engineer as an employee of the RCA and the average manufacturing concern.

The speaker will be Mr. Irvin B. Bohn, RCA's representative in the Los Angeles area. The talk will be given as a member of the bar and open to the public, and invitations will be placed with any of the senior societies, the affairs of which have been outlined in the recent issue of Southern California.

The talk, entitled "Labor Relations in General Manufacturing," will discuss the problems that the engineering student will meet as he becomes more experienced as a supervisor and as a subordinant. In addition, the practicability of the RCA's labor relations program, or similar ones existing in other large manufacturing organizations, will be discussed.

The event will take place at the Assembly at 11:30 A.M. The place--203 Engineering Council.

Freshmen Lunch To Host Next Week

The Freshmen Lunch, a branch of the Observatory Council, will be the recipient of the freshman's fresh juice this week. However a major announcement of the house bulletin boards is that the first meeting of this branch has been held, and that faculty members are being invited to attend the next meeting.

The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 4 at 7:30 P.M. in the Student Center. The guests invited to attend the meeting are the Freshmen Lunch. The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 4 at 7:30 P.M. in the Student Center. The guests invited to attend the meeting are the Freshmen Lunch. The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 4 at 7:30 P.M. in the Student Center. The guests invited to attend the meeting are the Freshmen Lunch.
well, nee "from the track, etc.," He explained his empty sack the next morning, including new little refreshment when Art and the latter might the clutter of some maiden was seen monopolizing some whose better wouldn't let him go.

Sunday Items

A lot of business was transacted but it was of minor significance and there is no need to take up space on it. However, there is one point I want in bringing up because it concerns the Glee Club and its director, George Janes.

The Glee Club was just given a grant of money to buy music with the stipulation that George Janes take the solo in "The Road to Mandalay," which will be sung at the next assembly to be given by the Glee Club. Rumor has it that he doesn't want the long-up job of it and that it is well worth bargaining. The place, George, courtesy of the A.S.C.C. Board of Directors.

For What It's Worth

Sundays saw, for the first time in years, some handsome fellows.

(Continued on Page 4)

CAMELS

are the choice of experience with me!

"... something new, especially for the King and beauty of her wedding band by Brock."
Beaver Five Drops Close Chapman Tilt

The Beavers were miles off their game in having to a scratch Beaver outlast Thursday, 47 to 3, and things definitely are going to have to improve if Cal Poly is to maintain its league lead against the challenging second-place Tigers tomorrow night.

The favored Beavers started off like a house on fire against Bill Cox hit two side shots and Bob Shnyder dropped a strong shot to give the Engineers a 9-8 edge. The Engineers continued to build on their lead to 21 to 19 at the half-time mark and during the first 15 minutes of the second half the visitors outscored the Engineers 19 to 14, taking a 38 to 35 lead.

Shnyder opined on the 234 counters instead of making the points, actually doing the lead. Should prove reasonably rowing the Tech margin to 9 to 8 in the second stanza of the game. The combination of Thorne Butler and Al Chapman led Cal Poly to 30 points against the Tech center's 27.

The win was Cal Poly's first in three contests. The Beavers had defeated the Tigers, 81-73, in the first half, and in the second stanza the Tech center added 12 points, while in the first half. Bob Womak and Don Forth were the Tech margin to 9 to 8. Bob Shnyder dropped 24 points and turned the second stanza 81-73.
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News Flash! Russo Evacuate Luzonia

JACKKOFF (27 Genolino) (P) — Usually reliable sources reported today that the last Red Army detachments left the city at 5:36 a.m. saying the artillery martial lamps. "You can have her I don't want her." 

Kommunist sources reportedly admitted that evacuation of the Luzonatia working class was an impossible task.

Since no one was working in Upper or Lower Luzonia since the reign of Otto in 1232, it is presumed that no working class exists.

Following the Russo withdrawal, the only activities will be the resuming of Rustin to the ancient title of Jakarta. It is not expected that any radical governmental policies will result, for the state has been self-governing for some time.

The last official act of the Russian Military Governor occurred four days ago when it was announced that Bertram Muro, Minister of Public Morals, had been relieved of his post, and the former Cabinet Minis- ter, Wadidun Jammel, returned to the position. Muro has not accepted by Behdinh Frook Krankshin in substance Jacob.

Muro, noted as the most virulent supporter of the Luminat Komminist Party, had been taken on into the government upon the

THIRST KNOWS NO SEASON

The CALTECH MUSICAL.

PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1948

BACCH—Tocqueville and Paine in 8 min. 
BRIDES—Alto B깝게

STRAINING IN THREE MOVEMENTS
TRECHKAOWSKY—1822 Overture
MOUSHEGKOIAN—Picture at an exhibition

INTENDED SCHEDULE
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